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Abstract: Traceability in software development proves its importance in many domains like change 

management, customer's requirements satisfaction, model slicing, etc. Existing traceability techniques 

trace either between requirement and design or between requirement and code. However, none of the 

existing approaches achieved reliable results when dealing with traceability between requirements, 

design models and source code. In this paper, we propose an improvement and an extension of our design 

traceability approach in order to tackle the traceability between design, requirement and code. The fine-

tuning of our methodology stems from considering an expanded textual description. A pre-treatment step 

is added in order to divide the textual description of system functionalities into different parts, each of 

which represents a specific goal. In fact, the extension consists in extracting an expanded textual 

description from a natural language text in order to trace between related elements belonging to 

requirement, design and code while using an information retrieval technique. The proposed method is 

based on different scenarios (nominal, alternatives and errors), particularly on concepts related to control 

structures to establish the traceability between artefacts. Furthermore, we implemented our method in a 

tool allowing the evaluation of its performance. The evaluation is performed on real existing applications 

that consist in comparing results found by our approach with results found by experts. Our method 

achieves an average precision of 0.84 and a recall of 0.91 in traceability between requirement, design 

and code. Besides its promising performance outcomes, our automated method has the merit of generating 

a traceability report describing the correspondence between different artefacts. 

Povzetek: Prispevek opisuje novo metodo za sledenje povezavam med UML diagrami in izvirno kodo. 

 

1 Introduction 
Traceability quality is defined as the degree to which 

existing artefacts of a software development project are 

traceable as mandated by the project’s traceability 

stakeholders. The Unified Modelling Language (UML) is 

used for specifying, constructing, and documenting these 

artefacts. It is composed of a set of diagrams grouping 

structural and semantic dependencies between UML 

elements [1]. Based on the unified process, UML 

diagrams are produced iteratively and incrementally from 

use case diagram (UCD) to code. An iteration generates a 

baseline that comprises a partially complete version of the 

final system. Each one results in an increment, which is a 

release of the system that contains added or improved 

functionality compared with the previous release. Each 

iteration goes through five activities that specify what 

needs to be done: requirements, analysis, design, 

implementation and test. Requirements are modelled by 

(UCD) and their textual descriptions while the design is 

modelled through UML diagrams (class, sequence, etc.). 

These diagrams are strongly related either within one 

iteration or between iterations and consequently the lack 

of traceability between them makes any change difficult 

and expensive. Determining and keeping traceability 

between UML models is important for many reasons. For 

instance, in the context of change impact analysis, a 

change in one iteration often leads to changes in the 

following iterations. Certainly, the major challenge when 

developing a requirement change consists in creating 

traceability links between heterogeneous artefacts 

produced at different abstraction levels [2]. For example, 

adding data and actions in a use case (UC) description 

leads to add the corresponding methods and attributes in 

the class diagram and in the code. In fact, tracing change 

inter-UML diagrams into the source code is crucial to 

maintain the consistency and coherence. However, 

creating accurate and complete traceability is costly and 

remains a practical challenge [2]. In fact, we focus in this 

paper on determining traceability by considering 

structural and behavioural aspects. Furthermore, it is 

crucial to keep traceability between UML models since it 

allows checking the conformance between safety 

requirements and design decisions through model slicing. 

Thus, traceability definition is used to extract design slices 

that filter out irrelevant design details and keep 

information to inspect compliance between requirements 

and design [3, 4]. The recent literature on traceability 

shows two trends of approaches: those centred on 

traceability inter-UML models [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9], and those 

based on traceability from requirement and design to code 

[10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. The first type of approaches 
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tackles the traceability within a set of models elements, 

particularly from requirements modelled by a UCD to 

design diagrams [6]. For instance, [16] deals with 

traceability between software architectural models and 

extra-functional results such as performance and security. 

Kchaou et al., [6] present traces between requirements 

modeled by a UCD and UML design diagrams. On the 

other hand, [4] illustrates the traceability between Use 

Case Maps and UML diagrams and [8] identifies the 

traceability between requirement and design models 

modeled with SysML. The second type of traceability 

approaches defines links between different models 

(requirements, design, test cases, etc.) and source code. 

These works differ in terms of the used techniques. These 

traceability approaches use exclusively either information 

retrieval techniques [17, 18, 19], a meta-model [20], 

Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques [21] or 

machine learning techniques [22]. However, none of the 

existing approaches deals with traceability between 

requirements, design models and source code by covering 

all the concepts that can be determined in all levels 

(control structures, how activities are carried out, etc). 

That is, the so-far proposed approaches neglect additional 

semantic and/or structural information that can be 

extracted. The lack of this information may reduce the 

scope of possible analyses that can be made and possible 

traceability links that may be found. In addition, in the 

literature, traceability from requirement and design to the 

source code is based generally on the class diagram, which 

does not produce all necessary information such as control 

structure. Consequently, class diagrams allow engineers to 

understand its structure but it does not show the behavior 

of the software [5]. To understand its behaviour, dynamic 

models are needed, such as sequence, activity or state 

transitions diagrams [1]. Moreover, while the existing 

approaches use a semantic technique to compute 

similarities between different artifacts based on specific 

and common terms (e.g., actors, actions, etc), they do not 

cover all kinds of terms like behavioral elements (Parallel, 

alternative, loop, etc.), type of result, functional call, etc. 

 

In this paper, we first show how the approach, initially 

presented in [6], that traces the elements of design 

diagrams, can be improved, fine-tuned and automated in 

order to discover correlated structural and semantic 

information and to trace between different UML 

diagrams, and between these diagrams and the source 

code. So, we have improved our previous work by 

defining an Enriched Textual Description (ETD) of a UC. 

The latter is extracted from a text written in a natural 

language and describing a software. In addition, the 

defined ETD allows tracing between the design and code. 

Unlike existing works (e.g. [4, 8, 21], we propose a 

method called TRADIAC Quality (TRAceability for 

UML DIAgrams and Code) that proceeds in three phases: 

“Pre-processing Natural language”, “Traceability Inter-

UML diagrams” and “Traceability from requirement and 

design to code”. The “Pre-processing” phase receives as 

input the whole textual description of a software written in 

natural language. Then, the textual description is split into 

parts that achieve a specific goal expressing each one a 

functionality (use case). After that, each part is specified 

by using an enriched template that encapsulates the 

semantic information pertinent to the functional and 

behavioural aspects. In this work, we enrich the used 

textual description template [6] by basic control structures 

(BCS) (loop, if, switch, etc.) and a set of key words (e.g. 

PARALLEL expressing how activities are carried out) 

which take into account many important concepts in the 

design and code. This template is used for the 

requirements specification as a mean to document a UC. 

Compared to the presented template in [6], the enriched 

one provides more comprehensive traceability. For 

instance, in [6], the proposed approach does not determine 

which UC corresponds to which function in the code. In 

addition, it does not focus on details in alternative 

behavioural elements such as control structures. The 

second phase of our method “Traceability process inter-

UML diagrams” is composed of traceability rules 

identification and similarity calculation. Traceability rules 

detect the relationships between requirements and design 

models. They distinguish between two traceability levels: 

structural and semantic. Structural traceability determines 

structural relationships between UML diagrams. Semantic 

traceability, which discriminates our method, is useful by 

considering that use case diagrams and their textual 

descriptions are based on a well-structured text. It searches 

the meaning of words contained in these descriptions and 

their synonyms to find similarities with terms used in the 

rest of UML diagrams. We note that the semantic 

traceability between the enriched textual description 

associated to a UC and other diagrams is based on an 

information retrieval technique. More specifically, it uses 

the Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) similarity measure to 

estimate the similarity between corresponding elements. 

The choice of this measure is based on evaluations 

presented in [6] which showed that LSI is better suited to 

measure the semantic similarity. In its third phase, our 

method determines the traceability from requirement and 

design to code. It allows keeping traceability links from 

requirements into design and code by adding 

implementation details. To do so, it uses the traceability 

process from requirement to code which applies the 

defined traceability rules specific to details in the source 

code and calculates the similarity between the selected 

fragment in the textual description of a UC and code.  

To show the advantages and limits of our method, we 

conduct an experimental evaluation thanks to TRADIAC 

(TRAceability for UML DIAgrams and Code) tool, which 

implements all of the method phases. For the herein 

presented evaluation, we applied a set of measurements 

(precision, recall, F-measure) to examine the conformity 

degree between corresponded elements generated by our 

method with the corresponded elements where traceability 

is evaluated by experts. This experimentation aims at 

proving that these models have similar quality values. For 

these quantitative evaluations, we used two case studies 

related to different domains. Our method shows an 

average precision of 84,1%, and an average recall of 91%. 

The results showed the efficiency of our method in terms 

of finding correct traceability reports.  
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: 

Section 2 overviews existing works that define traceability 

relationships between requirement and other diagrams, 

and from requirement and design to code. Section 3 

presents our method in two subsections: the first 

subsection presents the pre-processing phase and the 

enriched textual description to document use cases based 

on basic control structures. The second subsection is 

composed of two parts: the first one identifies the 

traceability rules to facilitate first the transition from the 

requirement to design level by deriving other diagrams, 

particularly dynamic diagrams, and then derive code. The 

second part illustrates the LSI similarity which determines 

traceability between UML diagrams. To show the 

improvements gained by applying the traceability rules, 

we evaluate in section 4 our method and we consider 

threats to validity of the study and the results. Section 5 

presents the tool support and illustrates the method 

through an example. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the 

presented work and outlines its extensions. 

2 Related work 
Several works cope with traceability based on different 

axes: covered artefacts (e.g. Horizontal vs. vertical) [17, 

24, 25] representing the purpose of the traceability (e.g. 

finding inconsistency among artefacts, impact analysis, 

knowing the dependencies among artefacts, reuse) [25, 26, 

27, 28], challenges and solutions [14, 29, 30, 31], etc. 

As highlighted in the introduction, existing 

traceability approaches adopt either horizontal or vertical 

approaches. Horizontal traceability determines artifact 

dependencies at the same abstraction level (requirement, 

or design or code), while vertical traceability traces 

artifacts between different models at different abstraction 

levels. In this paper, we focus on vertical traceability 

which is classified into two categories: The first one 

focuses on traceability inter-UML models (requirement 

and design) and the second one determines traceability 

between requirements, UML models and code. 

2.1 Traceability inter-UML models 

Traceability inter-UML models approaches tackles the 

traceability within UML diagrams elements, particularly 

from requirements to design diagrams. 

Adopting this type of approach, [4] considers the 

traceability relationships between Use Case Maps 

(UCMs) and UML diagrams. The proposed approach 

generates UML diagrams from UCMs notation to describe 

the system at high abstraction level. This work neglects 

several concepts that relate UML diagrams such as 

repetitive and conditional treatment. 

In [14], the authors present an approach that supports 

the automatic maintenance of traceability relations 

between requirements, analysis and design models of a 

software systems expressed in UML. It followed two 

major phases: Recognition phase and maintenance. The 

first phase consists in capturing elementary changes to 

model elements and recognizing the compound 

development activity applied to the model element. The 

second phase, “Maintenance” consists on updating the 

traceability relations associated with the changed model 

element. A prototype called Trace Maintainer has been 

implemented to evaluate the approach. 

In [32], an approach is presented to specify semantic 

relationships between system-level requirements, 

functional specifications, and architectures in terms of 

their subsystem specifications. This approach is based on 

logic predicate to present artifacts and their relations at 

different abstraction levels (Requirements, specification 

and architecture). The logical representation of each 

artifact is used by the authors to formalize relationships 

between these artifacts. 

Adopting an abstract approach in defining traceability 

between software requirements and UML design, [20] 

proposes FUTOR (From Uml TO Requirement) guideline, 

which includes meta-model and process step. The meta-

model expresses relationships between requirements and 

the UML model at the meta-level. For each meta-

requirement, the author adds a “REQTYPE” attribute to 

decide which UML diagram shall be used for the 

traceability. Steps of the FUTOR guideline include: (1) 

writing requirements (2) annotate the requirement (3) start 

software design based on requirements, (4) check the 

traceability between requirements and UML models. This 

approach neglects information existing between 

requirements presented as textual documents and UML 

diagrams at the instance level. 

In addition, [8] proposes a hybrid approach that 

combines graphs and information retrieval techniques to 

identify the requirement change impact on design models 

modeled with Systems Modeling Language (SysML). 

This approach is limited to traceability between 

requirements modeled with SysML and behavioral 

diagram modeled with the activity diagram. In addition, 

many behavioral aspects in the activity diagrams are not 

assigned like Join node, Fork node, etc. 

For the purpose of reuse, [33] depicts an approach that 

derives systematically a standard functional model from a 

use case diagram, a structure diagram and a transition 

diagram. By decomposing the existing functional model 

into model components, traceability links are recovered 

based on guidelines that allow a mapping of model 

components to non-functional requirements. This 

approach is limited to use cases names without referring 

to use case descriptions. 

Adopting an Information Retrieval (IR) technique to 

identify traceability between requirement and design, [34] 

proposes a method that uses graphs to model the structural 

dependencies. The Information Retrieval technique is 

used to handle the semantic traceability between the use 

case documentation and the sequence diagram. This 

approach is based on a structural textual description of a 

use case to express requirements. However, this 

description lacks structural controls which are used in 

UML behavioural diagrams. 

On the other hand, [6] proposes a method that uses 

graphs to model the structural dependencies and an 

information retrieval technique to handle the semantic 

traceability between the use case documentation and the 

sequence diagrams. This approach is based on a structural 
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textual description of a use case diagram to express 

requirements; however, this description lacks structural 

controls which are used frequently in the UML 

behavioural diagrams. In fact, it is not possible to trace 

between behavioural elements in design and control 

structures in code functions such as loop, switch, etc. 

Additionally, the limitation of this approach lies in its 

incapability to determine the nature of functions/ methods 

that corresponds to a use a case textual description. 

Furthermore, several approaches adopt a Natural 

language processing approach (NLP). For instance, [35] 

determines basic elements of a class diagram from natural 

language requirements. Requirements are presented in 

English and the designed tool (Natural language 

Processing for Class NLPC) applies NLP methods to 

analyze the given input. Natural language text is 

semantically analyzed to obtain classes, data members and 

member functions. NLPC uses pre-processing, Part of 

Speech (POS) Tagging, Class Identification, Attribute and 

Function identification to plot the classes. 

[5] extracts class diagrams from natural language 

requirements using NLP techniques such as WordNet, 

OpenNLP parser, class extraction engine, etc. Moreover, 

the authors proposed a system based on rules to extract 

details related to the object oriented concepts like 

generalization, association and dependency from natural 

language requirements specification. 

Furthermore, [35] adopts a NLP approach to show 

that natural language requirements are semantically 

analysed to obtain classes, data members and member 

functions. 

Based on a combination between NLP and artificial 

neural networks, [36] proposes a new approach to 

automatically identify actors and actions in a natural 

language based requirements description of a system. 

They used an NLP parser with a general architecture for 

text engineering, producing lexicons, syntaxes, and 

semantic analyses. An artificial neural networks (ANN) 

was developed using five different use cases, producing 

different results due to their complexity and linguistic 

formation. 

2.2 Traceability from requirement and 

design to code 

Besides traceability inter UML models, the vertical 

traceability approaches tackle also the relationships 

between requirement, design and code [20, 37, 38, 39]. 

In this context, to support traceability between 

requirement and source code, [20] proposes a meta-model 

based approach that defines traceability links between 

different artifacts (requirements, test cases, etc.) and 

source code. The authors propose an editor to visualize 

traceability between the source code stored as an Abstract 

Syntax Tree (AST) and other possible artifacts. However, 

the use of an AST causes foreign problems like the 

existence of syntax errors and comments in the source 

code which loses traceability links. 

In [37], the focus is on the traceability between 

requirement and source code in the context of version 

control system. Specifically, the authors study the link 

between issues (i.e. new requests), commits (change set), 

and source code files. They train a classifier to identify 

missing issue tags in commit messages to generate 

missing links. 

Besides, in the purpose of supporting traceability 

between requirement and source code, [40] introduces a 

solution for automating the evolution of bidirectional trace 

links between source code classes or methods and 

requirements. The solution depends on a set of heuristics 

coupled with refactoring detection tools and informational 

retrieval algorithms to detect predefined change scenarios 

that occur across contiguous versions of a software 

system. 

To trace between requirements documents, UML 

class diagrams, and source code, [41] [42] use graph and 

XML format to capture links between artifact elements. 

Based on a set of policies, [38] [39] describe an 

approach which allows maintaining traceability of 

evolving architecture to implementation links. They 

develop a tool “ArchTrace” which maintain existing 

traceability link. These links have to be created manually 

by the developers or by a traceability recovery method. In 

addition, the authors distinguish between four classes of 

rules depending on the level where the change occurs. For 

instance, architectural element evolution policies trigger 

when an architect makes modifications to an architecture. 

An example of an architectural policy is illustrated in the 

case of creating a new version of an architectural element 

[39]. This new version of this element should inherit all 

traceability links from its ancestor based on a copy of all 

traceability links from its previous version. 

By referring to machine learning techniques, [22] 

presents a process to recover traceability links between 

Java programs entities and elements in a use case diagram. 

This solution, which is called LEarning and ANAlyzing 

Requirements Traceability (LeanArt), combines program 

analysis, run-time monitoring, and machine learning to 

search similarities between the names and values of 

program entities, and the elements names of use case 

diagrams. This work is only based on traceability between 

use case name and source code. Nonetheless, it does not 

take into account the different scenarios that can be found 

in a use case textual description. 

Likewise, [14] proposes an approach called TRAIL 

(TRAceability lInk cLassifier) that applies Traceability 

Link Recovery (TLR) as a binary classification problem 

for automating traceability maintenance. It uses 

historically collected traceability information (i.e., 

existing traceability links between pairs of artifacts) to 

train a machine learning classifier which is then able to 

classify the link between any new or existing pair of 

artifacts as valid (i.e., the two artifacts are related) or 

invalid (i.e., the two artifacts are unrelated) [29]. To 

determine the validity of the link between two artifacts, 

TRAIL introduces three types of features: IR Ranking, 

Query Quality, and Document Statistics. 

[43] proposes a neural network architecture that 

utilizes word embedding and Recurrent Neural Network 

(RNN) technique to automatically generate trace links. 

Word embedding learns word vectors that represent 

knowledge of the domain corpus and RNN uses these 
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word vectors to learn the sentence semantics of 

requirements artifacts. The authors use an existing training 

set of validated trace links from the domain to train the 

RNN to predict the likelihood of a trace link existing 

between two software artifacts. For each artifact (i.e. 

requirement, source code file, etc.), each word is replaced 

by its associated vector representation learned in the word 

embedding training phase and then sequentially fed into 

the RNN. The final output of RNN is a vector that 

represents the semantic information of the artifact. The 

tracing network then compares the semantic vectors of 

two artifacts and outputs the probability that they are 

linked. 

IR techniques are used also to define traceability 

between models and the source code. [17, 18, 19] use the 

Latent semantic indexing (LSI) to recover traceability 

between different artifacts. For instance, [17] uses LSI to 

recover traceability links between software artefacts 

produced during the different phases of a development 

project (use case diagrams, interaction diagrams, test cases 

and code). [7] utilizes comments and identifier names 

within the source code to match them with sections of 

corresponding documents. [13] establishes traceability 

between requirement and other software elements (code 

elements, API documentation, and comments) by taking 

into account the change frequency, and the semantic 

similarity (TF-IDF) between the requirement description 

and the software element. 

In order to improve IR-based traceability recovery, 

[44] combines IR techniques with closeness analysis. 

Specifically, the work quantifies and utilizes the 

“closeness” for each call and data dependency between 

two classes to improve rankings of traceability candidate 

lists. In [45], the authors propose an improvement of the 

previous approach by introducing user feedback into the 

closeness analysis on call and data dependencies in code. 

Specifically, the approach iteratively asks users to verify 

a chosen candidate link based on the quantified functional 

similarity for each code dependency (which they called 

closeness) and the generated Information Retrieval values. 

The verified link is then used as the input to re-rank the 

unverified candidate links. 

Based on NLP techniques, [25] defines an enhanced 

framework of software artefact traceability management 

which is implemented in the “SATAnalyzer” tool. NLP 

techniques are used to extract information from artefacts 

produced during software development process. The tool 

supports the traceability between requirements, UML 

class diagrams, and corresponding Java code. [15] extends 

the SAT-Analyzer tool to consider traceability among 

other stages of development life cycle such as testing and 

deployment with enhanced visualization suitable for 

DevOps practices and continuous integration. 

In order to evaluate their graph-based traceability 

approach, [46, 47] use also the SAT-Analyser tool with a 

“Sale system Point” case. They present phases such as 

software artefact identification, data preprocessing, data 

extraction and traceability establishment methodologies 

presented with a graph. The tool traces software 

requirement artifact in natural language, only UML class 

diagram as design artefact and the Java source code 

artifact. The traceability graph construction is based on 

similarity algorithms (Jaro Winkler Distance and 

Levenshtein Distance) between requirements, classes, 

methods, attributes and the relationships inheritance, 

association and generalization. 

Using a model-based approach, [25, 48] derive a 

quality model to present traceability (Traceability 

Assessment Model (TAM)) that specifies per element 

(class, link, path) the acceptable state (Traceability Gate) 

and unacceptable deviations (Traceability Problem) from 

this state. The authors describe how both, the acceptable 

states and the unacceptable deviations can be detected to 

systematically assess their project’s traceability. In order 

to improve the previous works, [2] defines a system 

allowing to ensure that the software delivered meets all 

requirements and thus avoids failures by using data 

traceability management. 

In summary, existing works tackled the traceability 

either between UML diagrams at the same abstraction 

level (or similar notations) or between UML models 

(requirements, design, etc.) and the source code, at 

different abstraction levels. However, none of the existing 

approaches deal with traceability between requirements 

presented with an enriched template that covers the whole 

 

Figure 1: The proposed method for tracing UML code based on textual description of use cases. 
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concepts, design models and source code. In addition, all 

traceability techniques [49, 50] rely on either the structural 

and/or semantic information. For example, [20, 21, 41] 

determine traceability between heterogeneous terms 

existing in models (text in requirements, classes name, 

methods name, etc.). These works are purely structure-

based; they ignore the remaining aspects of UML 

diagrams elements, which do affect the traceability 

between them. 

The purpose of the proposed method focus on 

enriching the requirement template presented in [6] to 

cope with the control structures and orient our traceability. 

Furthermore, it combines both structural and semantic 

aspects in order to determine the traceability between all 

elements at different abstraction levels and detects the 

relationships between the requirements, design (modelled 

with sequence (SD), class (CD), activity (AD) and state 

transition (STD) diagrams (first phase), and the source 

code (second phase).  

3 A new traceability method  
Figure 1 depicts our method for determining vertical 

traceability. It followed three major phases: “Pre-

processing Natural language”, “traceability inter-UML 

diagrams” phase and “traceability from requirement and 

design to code” phase. 

The “Pre-processing Natural language” phase during 

which the software analyst receives a textual description 

of a software written in a natural language. The description 

is cleaned based on simple NLP technique (i.e. Stanford 

CoreNLP tool) [51]. Then, the software analyst uses the 

output to identify the goals that are used to divide the 

textual description into different parts. The proposed 

decomposition guides and improves the generation of 

description parts and the corresponding fragments related 

to design diagrams in a more systematic, rigorous, and 

consistent way. For each description part, the software 

analyst prepares its textual description according to a 

specific template. To handle this requirement, we define 

an enriched template that can be written in a specific 

format. The template is used to generate its corresponding 

XML file. The second phase, “Traceability inter-UML 

diagrams” receives the produced file which will be 

considered as the input to the traceability process. 

The latter is composed of traceability rules 

identification and similarity calculation between the 

selected fragment in the use case and its corresponding in 

UML design diagrams (class, sequence, activity and state 

transition). This process uses the identification of 

traceability rules and semantic traceability results. The 

identification of traceability rules explicitly represents the 

relationships (structural aspect) among the diagrams' 

elements. It is based on an ontology for the semantic 

analysis of the textual description template. To identify the 

semantic traceability between the structured textual 

documentation and UML design diagrams, traceability 

process inter-UML diagrams apply the LSI technique. 

The third phase is based on the traceability process 

from requirement to code which apply the traceability 

rules defined in the first phase on the code and calculate 

the similarity between the selected fragment in UC and the 

code. 

3.1 Natural language pre-processing 

The most important challenge we are facing when trying 

to generate the enriched format from the textual 

description is the complexity of natural language. 

Consequently, we used natural language processing 

concepts that are syntax parsing. 

The syntax parsing consists in obtaining a structured 

representation of the software knowledge. Therefore, the 

software analyst has first to clean the textual description 

by using the Stanford CoreNLP tool [51] and second to 

organize it according to a specific template’s structure. 

Stanford CoreNLP tool is used to obtain a more 

manageable and readable text. The tool relies on the 

following methods: 

− Tokenization is the task of breaking a character 

sequence up into pieces (words/phrases) called 

tokens, and perhaps at the same time throw away 

certain characters such as punctuation marks [52]. 

− Filtering aims to remove some stop words from the 

text. Words, which have no significant relevance and 

can be removed from the documents [53]. 

− Lemmatization considers the morphological analysis 

of the words, i.e. grouping together the various 

inflected forms of a word so they can be analysed as 

a single item. 

− Stemming aims at obtaining stem (root) of derived 

words. Stemming algorithms are indeed language 

dependent [54]. 

− Part of Speech Tagging tags for each word (whether 

the word is a noun, verb, adjective, etc.), then finds 

the most likely parse tree for a piece of text. 

The cleaned file is then used to identify the goals. By goal, 

we mean a collection of functionalities that are related to 

describe a functional process of the software. Each goal 

will correspond to a textual description of a use case. 

To guide and improve the generation of a software in 

a more systematic way, the software analyst associates to 

each textual description of a part, a template that is 

described by a set of linguistic patterns. The template is 

easy to understand and validated by stakeholders. It covers 

the semantic, behavioural, functional and organizational 

information. It is composed of three blocks (See Table 1). 

The first block gives an executive summary of the 

textual description block in terms of the name of the UC, 

purpose of the use case and actors. The second block 

describes the main, alternative, and error scenarios. The 

use case description contains also pre-condition for 

execution, post-condition (success/failure), and 

relationships with parts successors. These scenarios 

respect a linguistic syntax pattern: 

<NumAction><From Actor><To Actor> <Type of 

Result> <Action Description> <In-Parameter><Out-

Parameter> <IsConsidered><IsIgnored> <IsNegative> 

Table 1 depicts the expanded description template 

with alternative behavioral elements based on control 

structures such as IF-THEN statement and iterative 
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elements, e.g. <for><number of iterations>). In addition, 

the extended template expresses how the actions are 

executed: in a parallel <Parallel>, or sequence way 

<Sequential>, etc. Besides the common elements, we 

proposed an extension of the UC textual description with 

behavioral elements and keywords, such as: 

− <In-Parameter> and <Out-Parameter> expressing the 

input and output of the action. 

− <Type of Result > which determines if the result has 

a simple value or it represents an entity. In the case of 

a simple value, it can be represented as an attribute. 

However, in the case of an entity, it can be 

transformed to a class in the class diagram. 

− <From Actor><To Actor> which represents the 

sender and receiver of the action. 

− <If><Else if><Else>represents a choice or behaviour 

alternatives. 

− <Parallel> expresses parallel execution of the actions. 

− <For> <number of iterations> represents the loop 

which is repeated a number of times. 

− <Loop>: an iterative behaviour that englobes one or 

several actions. 

− <Break> represents an exceptional situation 

corresponding to a scenario of rupture. 

− <Functional Call> is an action that calls another 

action or use case. 

− <IsIgnored> reflecting that the actions types can be 

considered insignificant and are implicitly ignored. 

− <IsConsidered> determines which actions should be 

considered within this textual description, meaning 

that any other action will be ignored. 

− <IsNegative> describes actions of traces that are 

defined to be negative (invalid). Negative traces occur 

when the system has failed. It can represent an 

exception. 

The added behavioral elements and keywords are 

organized according to the use case scenario. The main 

scenario contains sequential or parallel actions. It can also 

contain a functional call; while the alternative and error 

scenario are based on conditional (opt, If Else, etc.) or 

iterative (Loop) control structures that can be expressed in 

one or more levels (nested levels). For instance, it is 

possible to determine an iterative block nested in a 

conditional block and vice versa. These control structure 

types can be followed by parallel or sequence blocs. 
Name of the Use Case (UC):<unique name assigned to a use case> 

Purpose of the use case:< a summary of a UC purpose> 
Actors:<Primary actor>: actor that initiates the use case> 

<Secondary actor>: actor that participate within the use case> 

Pre-condition for execution:<A list of conditions that must be true to 

initialize the UC> 

Post-condition (success/failure):<state of the system if the goal is 
achieved/abandoned> 

Relationships: <include>: <UC in relation with this UC by include> 

   <Extend>: < use cases in relation with this use case by “extend”> 
   <Super use case>:  <list of subordinate uses cases of this use case> 

   <Sub use case>:  <list of all uses cases that specialize this use case> 
Begin 

***Main scenario***  <steps of the scenario to goal> 

Begin  
//sequential actions 

<NumAction><From Actor><To Actor> <Type of Result> <Action 

Description> <In-Parameter><Out-Parameter> 
<IsConsidered><IsIgnored> 

<IsNegative> 
//parallel actions 

Parallel 

     <NumAction><From Actor><To Actor><Type of 
Result ><Action Description><In-Parameter><Out-

Parameter><IsConsidered> <IsIgnored> <IsNegative> 

    <NumAction><From Actor><To Actor><Type of Result ><Action 
Description><In-Parameter><Out Parameter> <IsConsidered> 

<IsIgnored> <IsNegative> 

// Functional call 
Functional Call 

    <NumAction><From Actor><To Actor><Type of Result> <Action 

Description> <In-Parameter> <Out-Parameter> <IsConsidered> 
<IsIgnored> <IsNegative> 

End 

***Alternative scenario*** 
SA1 

   Begin<Event, condition> 

    begin at <Num “action number”> <Return “action number”>  

    List of  actions 

 //sequential actions 

        <NumAction><From Actor><To Actor><Type of Result> 
<Action Description> <In-Parameter><Out-Parameter> 

<IsConsidered> <IsIgnored><IsNegative> 

//parallel actions 
        <NumAction><From Actor><To Actor><Type of Result> 

<Action Description> <In-Parameter><Out-Parameter> 

<IsConsidered> <IsIgnored><IsNegative> 
        <NumAction><From Actor><To Actor><Type of Result> 

<Action Description> <In-Parameter><Out-Parameter> 

<IsConsidered> <IsIgnored><IsNegative> 
 //alternative control structure in the first level 

     <IF><condition> 

      <NumAction><From Actor><To Actor><Type of 
Result ><Action Description><In-Parameter><Out Parameter> 

<IsConsidered> <IsIgnored> <IsNegative> 

    End IF 
    //iterative control structure in the first level 

     <Loop><Min Number of Iterationxfcyws, Max Number of 

Iterations > 
     <NumAction><From Actor><To Actor><Type of result ><Action 

Description><In-Parameter><Out-Parameter><IsConsidered> 

<IsIgnored> <IsNegative> 
       End Loop 

End SA1 

SA2 
Begin<Event, condition> 

    begin at <Num “action number”> <Return “action number”>  

    List of  actions 

// Loop nested in an alternative control structures 

< IF><condition> 
       <NumAction> <From Actor><To Actor><Type of 

result ><Action Description><In-

Parameter><OutParameter><IsConsidered> <IsIgnored> 
<IsNegative> 

<Else> 

      <Loop><Min Number of Iterations, Max Number of Iterations > 
      <NumAction> <From Actor><To Actor><Type of 

result ><Action Description><In- Parameter> <Out 

Parameter><IsConsidered> <IsIgnored> <IsNegative> 
       End Loop 

End IF 

<Functional Call> 
<NumAction> <From Actor><To Actor><Type of Result ><Action 

Description> <In-Parameter> <Out-Parameter> <IsConsidered>  

<IsIgnored> <IsNegative> 
End 

End SA2 

***Error scenario*** 
SE1// Treat the error and return to the action 

   Begin<Event, condition> 

   begin at <Num “action number”> <Return “action number”>  
    List of  actions 

       <NumAction> <From Actor><To Actor><Type of 

Result ><Action Description><In-
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Parameter><OutParameter><IsConsidered> <IsIgnored> 
<IsNegative> 

 End SE1 

End Use case 

Critical situations of execution of the activity 

Special requirement: <non Functional requirement><Project 
requirement and constraints> 

Table 1: Enriched textual description of a use case. 

3.2 Traceability process 

In this subsection, we define traceability rules which are 

applicable to the first and second phase of our method. 

They are used to determine correspondences between the 

requirement modeled with the use case diagram based on 

the enriched textual description and design diagrams 

modeled with SD, CD, AD and STD. 

3.2.1 Traceability rules 

R1: For each <In-Parameter> and <Out-Parameter> 

expressing the input and output of the action, there is: 

− SD: an object in a sequence diagram. 

− CD: a class corresponding to each parameter, and an 

attribute corresponding to an argument. 

− AD: an object node that corresponds to InputPin and 

OutputPin. We note that InputPin and OutptPin can be 

related to the same or more than one objectNode.  

− Code: a class corresponding to <In parameter> and an 

attribute corresponding to an argument. 

R2: For each action’s sequence in a use case, there is: 

− SD: a sequence of sent or received message which 

preserves the action order in the scenario.  

− AD: a sequence of ordered activities.  

− STD: a sequence of ordered states in the state 

diagram. If the action in a STD respects the renaming 

pattern: « Action verb + DataObject| NominalGroup 

», then the state of the action will be: Data object + 

past participle. 

− Code: a sequence of lines of code that respect the 

ordered actions. 

We note that this rule cannot be expressed in the CD. 

R3: For each actor expressing the sender and the receiver 

of the action in the use case scenario, there is: 

− SD: an object corresponding to each participant 

(actor) in the SD. 

− CD: a class corresponding to each participant in the 

CD. 

− AD: a swimlane having the actor name which 

performs a group of activities. 

− STD: the actor has no corresponding in the STD. 

− Code: a class in the code. 

R4: For each action in the use case scenario, there is: 

− SD: a message in a SD having a synonym name.  

− CD: a method in a class corresponding to the action.  

− AD: an executable node represented by ‘Action’ 

having the same name and the same parameters.  

− STD: If the action in a textual description respects the 

renaming pattern: « Action verb + Object | Nominal 

Group », then the state will be : object + past 

participle. 

− Code: a method in the code having the synonym 

name, the same parameters. 

R5: For each pre-condition/post-condition of the use case 

scenario, there is: 

− SD: a precondition/post-condition of the first message 

sent by an object in the sequence diagram. 

− AD: a guard of the corresponding action [55] 

− STD: a pre-condition associated to a transition which 

is necessary to define a state. 

− Code: a precondition under which a method may be 

called and expected to produce correct results [56]. 

We note that the precondition and the post-condition have 

no corresponding in the class diagram. 

R6: For each parallel scenario (PARALLEL), there is: 

− SD: a parallel combined fragment in a sequence 

diagram. 

− AD: a set of parallel actions between a fork node and 

a join node.  

− STD: a fork pseudo state vertices and a join state.  

− Code: a multi-threaded program in java. 

We note that the parallelism is not expressed in the CD. 

R6 is illustrated in Table 2. 

R7: For each alternative scenario in a use case where 

instructions begin with alternative behavioural elements 

(IF-THEN Statement ELSE Statement), there is: 

Use case Sequence Diagram Activity Diagram State transition 

diagram 

Code 

PARALLEL < 

<NumAction><Pre-condition> 

<From Actor><To Actor><Action 
Type><Type of Result ><Action 

Description> <In-Parameter> <Out-

Parameter> <IsConsidered> 
<IsIgnored><IsNegative> 

 

<NumAction><Pre-condition> 
<From Actor><To Actor><Action 

Type><Type of Result ><Action 
Description> <In-Parameter> <Out-

Parameter> <IsConsidered> 

<IsIgnored><IsNegative>> 

 

 
 

 

public class 
myClassimplements 
Runnable{ 
Thread  UnThread ; 

MyClass ( ) 
{//..initialisation 

of myClass constructor  
UnThread = new Thread ( 
this , "thread 
secondaire" ); 

 
 UnThread.start(); } 

public void run ( ) { 
//....second thread 
actions here 

}} 

Table 2: R6 illustration. 
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− SD: an ALT combined fragment with the interaction 

operator “ALT” and two alternative interactions in a 

SD. 

− AD: a decision node with two outgoing edges with 

guards in the activity diagram or a conditional node is 

a structured activity that represents an exclusive 

choice between two alternatives. 

− STD: a decision point leading to two different states 

in the state transition diagram. 

− Code: a basic control structure corresponding to “IF 

condition THEN treatment 1 ELSE treatment2”. 

R7 is illustrated in Table 3. 

R7.1: For each alternative Scenario where instructions 

begin with the alternative behavioral elements (<if > 

condition <else if >…..<else if>…<else>…), (SWITCH), 

there is: 

− SD: an Alt Combined Fragments: Interaction operator 

“alt” with more than two alternatives in a SD. 

− AD: a decision node with more than two outgoing 

edges in an activity diagram. 

− STD: a decision point leading to n different states in 

a STD or a conditional node is a structured activity 

that represents an exclusive choice among some 

number of alternatives. 

− Code: a basic control structure corresponding to 

switch. 

R7.2: For each alternative scenario in a use case where 

instructions begin with the alternative behavioral elements 

(<if > condition <then> treatment.), there is: 

− SD: an opt combined fragment in a sequence diagram. 

We recall that the opt (optional) operator is a non-

alternative (otherwise) test statement. 

− AD: a decision node with two outgoing edges: one to 

execute an action and the second is related to the final 

activity in the activity diagram. 

− STD: a decision point leading to one state and one 

final state. 

− Code: a basic control structure corresponding to “IF 

condition THEN treatment”. 

R7.3: For each alternative scenario in a use case where 

instructions contain the alternative behavioral elements 

(<if > condition <break>) in an iterative bloc, there is: 

− SD: a break combined fragment in a loop fragment 

that belongs to a sequence diagram  

− AD: a decision node which one is related to a final 

activity by an outgoing edge and another outgoing 

edge which is related to a final node in the alternative 

scenario  

− STD: a decision point leading to 1 state and one final 

state (Transition to terminate pseudostate). 

R7.4: For each error scenario in a use case where 

instructions begin with the alternative behavioral elements 

<IF><condition> Return, there is: 

− SD: a break combined fragment in a sequence 

diagram which can be used to express an error 

scenario. 

− AD: an interruptible region which contains activity 

nodes in the error scenario 

− STD: a decision point leading to 1 state and one final 

state (Transition to terminate pseudostate). A break 

can be also expressed by an Exit point pseudostate 

which is an exit point of a state machine or composite 

state. 

The exit point is typically used if the process is not 

completed but has to be escaped for some error or other 

issue. 

R7.4 is illustrated in Table 4. 

R8: For each alternative/error Scenario in a use case 

where instructions begin with the iterative behavioural 

elements (<For><[num of iterations]>…), there is: 

− SD: a loop combined fragment in a sequence diagram. 

− AD: a decision node with one of the outgoing edges 

is a precedent activity in an activity diagram.  

− STD: a reflective transition or transition path. 

− Code: a basic control structure corresponding to For-

do, DO while (post-test), While do (pre-test). 

R8 is illustrated in Table 5. 

R9: For each functional call (an action that calls another 

action or use case), there is: 

− SD: a ref fragment expressing the reference to an 

interaction in another sequence diagram. 

− AD: a call Behaviour: An activity is invoked by using 

the ‘Call Behavior Action’ node, which means that the 

invoked activity is defined in more details in another 

AD. 

− STD: A Composite state which encloses refinements 

of the given state. We note that the composite state 

corresponds to the object that can realize the 

functional call or an entry point of a state machine or 

composite state which allows you to specify an 

activity that occurs when you enter the state. 

Use case Sequence Diagram Activity Diagram State transition 

diagram 
Code 

<IF><condition> 

<NumAction><Pre-condition> <From 

actor><To actor><Action Type><Type of 
result ><Action Description> <In-

Parameter> <Out-Parameter> 

<IsConsidered> <IsIgnored><IsNegative> 
<Else > 

<NumAction><Pre-condition> <From 

actor><To actor><Action Type><Type of 
result ><Action Description> <In-

Parameter> <Out-Parameter> 

<IsConsidered><IsIgnored> <IsNegative> 
END 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

If (condition) 
{ 

operation 1; 

else 
operation 2; 

} 

Table 3: R7 illustration. 
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− Code: a call of a class or a method. 

R10: For each action that represents an invalid 

interaction/exception <IsNegative>, there is: 

− SD: A Negative combined fragment in the sequence 

diagram which defines invalid traces.  

− AD: An event representing an error (exception) that 

interrupts the flow or a break which are most 

commonly used to model exception handling. 

− STD: a transition to an error state. This error state 

may be terminal, i.e. aborts further event handling. 

− Code: a basic control structure corresponding to 

“Exception”. This corresponds to a try-catch. 

R11: For each action that should be considered 

(respectively ignored) within the scenario, there is: 

− SD: messages that are considered as significant 

(respectively insignificant) within the “consider” 

(respectively ignore) combined fragment.  

− AD: considered (respectively ignored) messages are 

shown in the activity diagram.  

− STD: The states corresponding to the considered 

(respectively ignored) actions. 

− Code: The method should be considered (ignored) as 

significant in the code. 

3.2.2 Similarity calculation 

Based on the proposed rules, we apply the similarity 

measure “Latent Semantic Indexing” (LSI) which is 

defined to the traceability process inter-UML diagrams 

and to the traceability process from requirement to code. 

The first step in calculating the LSI is to assign term 

weights and construct the term-document matrix A and 

query matrix. The m by n document-matrix A is presented 

as follows where: 

aij= wij= term weights (1) 

In the second step, LSI applies singular value 

decomposition (SVD) to the A matrix which consists in 

decomposing the A matrix into three matrices: the U, S 

and V. One component matrix describes the original row 

entities as vectors of derived orthogonal factor values, 

another describes the original column entities in the same 

way, and the third is a diagonal matrix containing scaling 

values such that when the three components are matrix-

multiplied, the original matrix is re-constructed. The third 

step represents the dimensionality reduction, which 

consists in computing Uk, Sk, Vk and Vk
T. For instance, 

implementing a rank 2 Approximation (K=2) by keeping 

the first two columns of U and V and the first two columns 

and rows of S. The fourth step consists in finding the new 

document vector coordinates in this reduced 2-

dimensional space. Rows of V hold eigenvector values. 

These are the coordinates of individual document vectors. 

The fifth step finds the new query vector coordinates in 

the reduced 2-dimensional space as follows: 

q = qT UkSk
-1 (2) 

Finally, the last step ranks documents in order to 

decrease the order of query-document cosine similarities 

using the following equation: 

sim (q,d)= 
𝑞.𝑑

|𝑞| |𝑑|
 (3) 

The document which has a higher score is closer to 

the query vector than the other vectors. 

We note that, in this paper, LSI is used to compute 

similarities between the selected fragment in a use case 

and the corresponding ones in other UML diagrams (SD, 

CD, AD and STD), and then the corresponding fragment 

in the code while in [6] the LSI is used only to compute 

similarities between actions in UC and messages in 

sequence diagrams. The choice of LSI amongst other 

similarity measures is justified by its capacity in retrieving 

hidden, semantic relations between terms when searching 

Use case Sequence Diagram Activity Diagram State transition 

diagram 

Code 

<IF><condition> 

<NumAction><Pre-condition> 

<From actor><To actor><Action 
Type><Type of result ><Action 

Description> <In-Parameter> 

<Out-Parameter> <IsConsidered> 
<IsIgnored><IsNegative> 

<Else> 

return 
 

 

 

 

If 
(condition1) 

operation 

1; 
Else 

      return; 

 

Table 4: R7.4 illustration. 

Use case Sequence Diagram Activity Diagram State transition 

diagram 

Code 

<For><Min Number of Iterations, 

Max Number of Iterations > 
<NumAction><Pre-condition> <From 
actor><To actor><Action Type><Type of 

result ><Action Description> <In-

Parameter>  <Out-Parameter> 
<IsConsidered> <IsIgnored> 

<IsNegative> 

End For 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

For(i=1, i<=5,i++) 

operation 1; 

 
} 

Table 5: R8 illustration. 
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for similar terms between queries extracted from a 

fragment in the UC and the documents containing the 

information in other UML diagrams. In fact, LSI does not 

rely on words but rather on concepts; that is, words having 

same contexts can be revealed similar. This propriety 

expresses the difference between LSI and other IR 

techniques. Henceforth, the similarity measure can be 

properly calculated between queries and documents even 

when they do not share enough words.  

4 Traceability evaluation  
The evaluation phase expresses the performance of the 

proposed method revealed by two steps: experimental 

evaluation and result interpretation. The first step in the 

evaluation phase compares corresponded elements 

generated by our method with the corresponded elements 

where traceability is evaluated by experts. Particularly, we 

present two UML projects containing a set of UML 

diagrams (including use cases and their textual 

descriptions) and the source code (projects are 

implemented using JAVA language) to five experts 

having years of experience studying and developing UML 

projects. The expert should determine traceability by 

detecting the corresponding elements. The solution 

presented by these experts was compared with our 

solution (constructed by our tool). The projects source 

codes are available as well as their design (i.e. UML 

diagrams). Table 6 provides some information about these 

projects. Besides, for experimental evaluation purposes, 

we refer to the recall and precision measures: 

Precision = TP/(TP+FP) (4) 

Recall = TP/(TP+FN) (5) 

where: 

− True positive (TP) is the number of existing real 

corresponded elements generated by our tool; 

− False Positive (FP) is the number of non existing real 

corresponded elements generated by our tool; 

− False Negative (FN) is the number of existing real 

corresponded elements not generated by our tool. 

4.1 Evaluation results and interpretation 

High scores for both ratios show that our traceability 

approach returns both accurate corresponding elements of 

UML diagram (high precision) and the majority of all 

relevant corresponding elements (high recall). It means 

that the generated traceability links cover the whole 

domain precisely in accordance to the experts’ 

perspective. 

As illustrated in Table 7, precision, whose average is 

0.84, indicates that we found some false positive 

corresponding elements (i.e. incorrect detected 

corresponding elements). The false positives 

corresponding elements are not significant value when we 

compare them to the true positives found by our method. 

The recall, whose average value is 0.91, expresses that 

there are also some false negatives corresponding 

elements (i.e. true corresponding elements are not 

detected). These false negatives can be explained by the 

fact that our method uses “threads” to detect parallelism in 

the source code however parallelism in JAVA can be 

implemented using different ways (fork/join framework, 

threads, Agregate operations, etc.). Source code in the 

used projects uses the aggregate operations and parallel 

streams to express parallelism and our method uses 

threads to detect parallelism. This is why parallel 

fragments are not traced and we found some false 

negatives. 

The true positives and the false negatives are equal to 

the total number of actual corresponding elements. All the 

false negatives are corresponding elements associated to 

elements in UC textual description diagram that have 

corresponding impacts on other UML diagrams which are 

not detected. 

4.2 Threats to validity 

This section discusses the potential issues that may 

threaten the validity of our study, including the internal 

and external validity [57]. 

The internal validity threats in the case of traceability 

identification are related to user requirements [58]. They 

are related to three issues: The first issue is due to the use 

of the enriched textual description of a use case which may 

not always be available. The second problem is addressed 

when there is a diversity of requirements description. In 

this case, which one can be used to describe the functional 

requirements? 

Furthermore, if the functional requirements are 

clearly stated, then our method generates well matched 

elements; otherwise, the quality of the derived traceability 

elements is not guaranteed in terms of dependencies 

between elements. The third issue is related to the impact 

of an error-prone generation of UML diagrams and code. 

This case may lead to inconsistency between the 

requirement, design models and source code. 

The external validity threats deal with the possibility 

to generalize this study results to other case studies. The 

limited number of case studies used to illustrate the 

proposed approach could not generalize the results. In 

addition, the traceability between all levels increases the 

detection and localization of consistency errors. 

5 TRADIAC tool 
To facilitate the application of our method, we have 

developed a tool for determining the traceability at 

different abstraction levels, named TRADIAC Quality 

(TRAceability for UML DIAgrams and Code). Our tool is 

implemented as an EclipseTM plug-in [59]. It is composed 

of four main modules (see Figure 2): Pre-processing 

Natural language, Traceability inter-UML diagrams, 

Traceability from requirement to code, and traceability 

evaluator. 

5.1 Pre-processing natural language 

module  

The pre-processing engine is composed of the cleaner and 

the XML generator. 
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5.1.1 Cleaner 

The cleaner uses as input the textual description of the 

software written in a natural language. It cleaned the file 

using the Stanford CoreNLP tool. The cleaned file is used 

by the software analyst to define manually goals. Then, 

the latter associates each goal to its corresponding textual 

description part. 

In order to illustrate the functioning of this module, 

we apply it to the “make a reservation” textual description. 

For instance, Figure 3 illustrates the goal definition and its 

description. The software analyst creates the enriched 

template corresponding to each textual description part.  

Table 8 illustrates enriched textual description for the use 

case "UC-ETD" “make a reservation” from a car rental 

system [60]. 

5.1.2 XML generator 

XML generator takes as input the enriched textual 

description of UC introduced by the user. The purpose 

interface of "UC-ETD" is presented in Fig. 4. It is 

composed respectively of five tabs illustrating the 

identification purposes "identification purpose", the 

nominal scenario "Main Scenario", the alternative 

scenario (s) "Alternative Scenario", the error scenario (s) 

"Error scenario (s)" and the generator of the XML file 

corresponding to the textual description. The 

"identification purpose" tab contains the name of the UC, 

its purpose, the primary and secondary list of the actors, 

the pre-condition and the post-condition of the UC in the 

textual description and the use case's relationships: 

include, extend and generalize. The list expresses use 

cases in relation with the corresponding one by “include”, 

use cases in relation with the corresponding use case by 

“extend”, subordinate uses cases of the super UC and the 

list of all uses cases that specialize the sub use case. The 

three other tabs express the details of the different UC 

scenarios being documented. The last tab expresses the 

XML file corresponding to the textual description of the 

whole UC. In the rest of the section, we detail these tabs 

through the use case “make a reservation” from the case 

study “Car Rental” [60]. The enriched textual description 

for the use case “make a reservation” is presented in Table 

8 describing the purpose (See Figure 4) of the UC, Figure 

5, Figure 6 and Figure 7 presenting respectively the main, 

alternative and error scenarios, and Figure 8 illustrates the 

corresponding XML file based on the enriched template of 

the “make a reservation” UC. 

− Addition a nominal scenario NS: The “Main 

Scenario” (see Figure 5) shows the list of actions in 

the main scenario which can be classified on two 

blocs: sequential or parallel actions. Each bloc 

indicates how these actions are executed. 

It is composed of seven columns representing 

respectively: a) NumAction  that indicates an 

automatic number identifying an action,  b) Fom actor 

and  c)To actor which allows to specify who is 

responsible for the action, d)Type of result  which 

determines if the result is a simple value or it 

represents an entity, and e)Action description 

representing a field specifying the action text,  f) In- 

PROJECT 

NAME 

#Use 

cases 

# 

CLASSES 

# 

METHODS 

 

KLOC 

Car rental 

system 

9 98 252 108 

Customer 

Relationships 

system 

7 65 124 96 

Table 6: Characteristics of the studied projects. 

Evaluation 

Measures 

TP FP FN Precision= 

TP/(TP+FP) 

Recall=TP/ 

(TP+FN) 

Results 62 9 5 0.84 0.91 

Table 7: Evaluation results. 

 

Figure 2: Software architecture of TRADICAC Quality 

Tool. 

Goals:  The purpose is to make a reservation by a 

customer from a car rental branch. 

Textual description: The use case begins when a 

customer decides to make a reservation and introduce 

himself in the car rental branch to an available Clerk. The 

clerk asks the customer for his/her ID and introduces it. 

The system checks if the customer is a person who 

has had contact with EU-Rent. If he/she exists, the system 

verifies that the customer is not in the black list otherwise 

it introduces a new EU-rent costumer/driver. The clerk 

introduces the reservation ID, the period desired and 

countries planned to visit. He specifies and verifies the 

period validity and that there is no overlap with other 

customer reservations and 3) the availability of the 

specified car model for the period indicated.  

If there are no cars to rent corresponding to the desired 

model in the selected period, the system displays an error 

message to the user and suggests if it is possible to change 

the reservation period or the car type. The clerk asks the 

customer to validate the reservation.  

If the customer validates the reservation, the clerk 

creates the reservation agreement and offers a discount to 

the customer. The rental is confirmed and a new rental 

agreement is created with the indicated parameters. 

Figure 3: Goal definition. 
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Name of the UC : <Make a reservation > 

Purpose: <A customer makes a reservation from an EU-Rent branch > 
Principal Actors : < Clerk > , <Secondary actor> : < Customer> 

Pre-condition for execution:< when a customer decides to make a reservation and inform the clerk> 

Post-condition (success): < The rental is confirmed and a new rental agreement is created with the indicated  characteristics> 

Post-condition (failure): <The indicated characteristics are not satisfied and a rental is canceled> 
Relationships: 

<include>: < Offer discount>< Offer special advantages> 

<Extend>: < -- >;   
<Super use case>:  < -->;   

<Sub use case>:  <--> 

Begin 

***Normal scenario*** 

<steps of the scenario of the trigger to goal> 

Begin NS 

       <NumAction 1> < From Actor Clerk >< To Actor Customer> < Type of Result  Simple: Integer> < Action Description Asks the custumer for 

hisID > <In-Parameter: IDCustomer > <Out-Parameter IDCustomer >< IsConsidered 1>< IsIgnored 0>< IsNegative 0> 

      <NumAction 2> < From Actor The Clerk >< To Actor The Customer > < Type of Result Simple: Boolean>< Action Description Checks 
if the customer is a person who had contact with EU-Rent> <In-Parameter IDcustomer > <Out-Parameter Exists: Yes> < IsConsidered 1>< 

IsIgnored 0>< IsNegative 0> 

     <NumAction 3>< From Actor Customer> < To Actor  clerk>< Type of Result Entity>< Action Description Tells  information about the 
reservation to the clerk><In-Parameter Reservation (IDRes,StartResDat, End ResDat, DepartureCity, Arrival city)> <Out-Parameter Reservation 

(IDRes , StartResDat, End ResDat, Departure/Arrival City, registration number car ) >< IsConsidered 1>< IsIgnored 0><IsNegative 0> 

      <NumAction 4> < From Actor Clerk >< To Actor The reservation> < Type of Result Entity>< Action Description Introduces the 
reservation ID, the period desired and countries planned to visit ><In-Parameter  IDRes, StartResDat, End ResDat, DepartureCity, Arrival city, 

registration number car ><Out-Parameter Reservation (IDRes, StartResDat, End ResDat, Departure/ArrivalCity, registration number 

car )> < IsConsidered 1>< IsIgnored 0>< IsNegative 0> 
      <NumAction 5> < From Actor The Clerk >< To Actor The reservation><Type of Result Simple: boolean><Verify that the period is 

correct, that there is no overlap with other reservations of the customer and the availability of the specified car model for the period indicated> 

<In-Parameter:  Reservation> <Out-Parameter  availability car > < IsConsidered 1>< IsIgnored 0>< IsNegative 0> 
 <Parallel> 

       <NumAction 6>< From Actor The Clerk >< To Actor The agreement> < Type of Result Entity>< Action  Description Create the 

reservation agreement ><In-Parameter rental agreement: ID customer,  price, ID reservation> <Out-Parameter Rental agreement >< IsConsidered 
1>< IsIgnored 0>< IsNegative 0> 

      <NumAction 7> < From Actor The Clerk >< To Actor The agreement>< Type of Result Entity>< Action Description Offer a discount to 

the customer ><In-Parameter Discount rental agreement : Discount,ID agreement, ID customer> <Out-Parameter Discount rental agreement >< 
IsConsidered 1>< IsIgnored 0>< IsNegative 0> 

End 

***Alternative scenario*** 

AS1 

 Begin <Event, begin at Num 2 in SN> 

<IF>< the customer does not exists > 
     <NumAction 1> < From Actor Clerk >< To Actor customer> < Type of Result Customer (name, ID, birthdate, address, phone)>< Action 

Description Introduce a new customer> <In-Parameter Customer (name, ID, birthdate, address, telephone)> <Out-Parameter Customer > < 

IsConsidered 1>< IsIgnored 0>< IsNegative 0> 
<Else > <restart at num 3 in SN> 

End AS1 

AS2 
 <begin at Num 3 in SN> 

<Do> 

<NumAction 1>< From Actor clerk ><To Actor reservation><Type of Result Simple>< Action Description Specifies the period ><In Parameter  
period > <Out-Parameter period >< IsConsidered 1>< IsIgnored 0>< IsNegative 0> 

   <NumAction 2> < From Actor  clerk><To Actor reservation> <Type of Result correct yes/no>< Action Description Verify the period>] [<In-

Parameter period>] [<Out-Parameter correct yes/no >]< IsConsidered 1>< IsIgnored 0> < IsNegative 0> 
<While><period is correct &does not overlaps with other reservations > 

<restart at Num “6” in SN> 
End AS2 

AS3  

<begin at Num 5 in SN> 
<Opt><needs confirmation> 

    <NumAction 6> < From Actor Clerk ><To Actor Customer><Type of Result Simple: Boolean > <Action Description Asks the customer 

if he validates the reservation> <In-Parameter Reservation><Out-Parameter IsValidated  >< IsConsidered 1>< IsIgnored 0>< IsNegative 0> 
 <restart at Num “6” in SN> 

End AS3 

*** Error scenario *** 

ES1  

<begin at Num “5”> 

<IF><There is no cars to rent having the desired model in the selected period> 
<NumAction 6> < From Actor The system >< To Actor The Clerk >< Type of Result Entity >< Action  Description displays an error message 

to the user and suggests if it is possible to change the reservation  period or the car type ><In-Parameter: Car model, period > <Out-Parameter Error 

message> < IsConsidered  0> < IsIgnored 0> < IsNegative 1> 
Return 

End 

Table 8: Enriched textual description for the use case “make a reservation”. 
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Figure 4: UC-ETD “make a reservation” purpose interface. 

 

 

Figure 5: Main scenario of the "make a reservation" use case. 
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Parameter expressing the input of the action g)Out 

Parameter expressing the output of the action, and h) 

boolean value corresponding to each state of the 

action that can be Considered, IsIgnored, IsNegative. 

To add a nominal scenario in a specified bloc, click 

on the "Add Parallel Actions" button or "Add 

Sequential Actions" in the corresponding bloc.  

− Addition of an alternative scenario and /or  errors: 

Figure 6 and Figure 7 illustrate, respectively, the 

alternative and error scenarios. Each alternative or 

error scenario is composed of two blocks where the 

 

Figure 6: Alternative scenario of the "make a reservation" use case. 

 

Figure 7: Error scenario of the "make a reservation" use case. 
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user enters the following information: The first bloc 

contains the scenario title, guard condition of the 

event triggering the scenario, the start action at the 

alternative scenario level and the return action number 

if it exists. We note that the alternative scenario may 

contain conditional and/or iterative control structures. 

In addition, it is possible to depict nested blocs. For 

instance, an iterative control structures can be nested 

in an alternative control structures and vice versa. 

Besides, each bloc includes the list of actions 

executed in a parallel or sequential way. For each 

action, the user enters the corresponding information 

as presented in the nominal scenario (from a to h). 

To add a new alternative scenario, click on the "Add 

Conditional Control Structures" button or "add 

Iterative Control Structures". Similarly, to add an 

error scenario, click on the "Add Error Structures" 

button. 

After entering the enriched textual description of the make 

a reservation use case, the XML generator module 

produces the XMI document as illustrated in Figure 8. To 

generate the XML file corresponding to the obtained XMI 

document, this module uses the standard template of Star 

UML definition. For example, we present as follows the 

generated XML file corresponding to the documentation 

of the "Make a reservation" use case of our “Car rental” 

case study. 

5.2 Traceability process module 

The traceability module is composed of two engines: 

applicability of traceability rules and calculation 

similarity. 

5.2.1 Applicability of Traceability rules 

In the traceability detection module, the user firstly 

imports the UML project. In this step, the designer 

chooses a UC from a list of use cases. Then, the designer 

can choose a specific fragment to be traced from the 

selected UC. The presented fragments represent specific 

concepts which we added in the UC textual description 

(e.g., parallel, sequence, loop, conditional, break, etc.). 

For instance, the designer needs to trace the ‘parallel’ 

fragment in the enriched textual description by checking 

the list of parallel fragments which are available in a list 

box as shown in Figure 9. Next, we apply the similarity 

measure LSI between the XML of the selected parallel 

fragment and the related UML diagrams; and the source 

code based on the defined traceability rules. 

5.2.2 Similarity calculator 

The similarity calculator uses the XML files to  determine 

the traceability inter-UML diagrams where the module 

computes the similarity between the selected fragment and 

other UML diagrams (CD, AD, STD and SD), and the 

traceability between UML diagrams and code where the 

module detects the corresponding elements between the 

UML diagrams and the code. 

We offer to the designer a pairwise traceability (two 

by two) from the use case diagram to the other diagrams. 

For instance, when the designer chooses Use case-

sequence, the system calculates the similarity between the 

parallel fragment in the use case diagram and each parallel 

fragment in the sequence diagrams. To end this purpose, 

the similarity calculator determines the score of 

resemblances between the fragment elements in the 

enriched description and all the corresponding parallel 

fragments in the sequence diagram (i.e., actor/action in a 

use case diagram and object/message in the sequence 

diagrams). 

The fragment having a higher score is considered as 

the most similar one. To decide upon the obtained score 

value, the constant threshold of 0.70 is widely used in the 

literature [17]. Consequently, we assume that a similarity 

value greater than or equal to 0.7 indicates a high 

similarity between fragments. Otherwise, the designer 

should verify the quality of the corresponding UML-

diagrams. Besides, we calculate in the same manner the 

similarity between the selected fragment in the use case 

and the source code. 

 

Figure 8: The generated XML file corresponding to the documentation of the "Make a reservation" use case. 
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Table 9 presents the correspondence between control 

structure fragments (OPT, ATL, WHILE, BREAK, ...) in 

the use case, activity, sequence, state transition diagram 

and code. Figure 10 shows traceability between the 

selected parallel fragment in the main scenario which 

includes the 6th and the 7th actions in the use case “make 

a reservation” and its corresponding one in the sequence, 

activity, class and state transition diagrams as well as the 

source code. 

6 Conclusion 
In this paper, we proposed a new method that determines 

the traceability at different abstraction levels. The 

traceability is based on the mapping between an enriched 

textual description of a use case and UML diagrams (class, 

sequence, activity and state transition diagrams) and 

between UML diagrams and the code. This 

correspondence is focused on the control structures 

defined in the use case textual description and the 

combined fragment used in the sequence diagrams.  

In our future works, the following points will be taken 

into consideration: 

− Representing data in textual description to derive 

directly the object and class diagram. 

− Studying the possibility to derive the implementation 

diagrams from textual description. 

− Determine the traceability from code to functional 

requirements based on the code-Requirement 

Traceability Matrix (CRTM) information. 
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